THE PROGRAM IN KOREAN STUDIES AND THE CENTER FOR KOREAN STUDIES ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE

Korean Studies Undergraduate Awards
for Academic Achievement and Leadership

THIS SCHOLARSHIP AWARD IS TO RECOGNIZE UNDERGRADUATE KOREAN STUDIES MINOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE SHOWN OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS, SCHOLARLY PROMISE, SERVICE AND LEADERSHIP TO THE STONY BROOK COMMUNITY. TWO POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FALL OF 2019

Eligibility: Korean Studies minors who have taken two or more courses in Korean studies with a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA

Award: $1,000 per award

Documents to submit:
1. Complete application form (downloadable from the Center’s website)
2. Resume
3. Copy of an unofficial transcript
4. 2 Letters of recommendation
5. Personal statement that addresses your experiences and qualifications for the scholarship.

The recommendation letters should be emailed directly to Professor Sohn, heejeong.sohn@stonybrook.edu, by the recommenders.

THE DEADLINE FOR THE APPLICATIONS: OCTOBER 15, 2019 (TUESDAY)

Applications and all other supporting documents except the recommendation letters should be submitted to:
The Center for Korean studies
N5520 Melville Library
Stony Brook University

For questions, please contact rachel.kim.2@stonybrook.edu